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FIRSTLY, A FEW REASONS WHY WE KNOW ABOUT SEO 

We take SEO very seriously here at Webdadi. And we can prove it too. We’re the best, and 
Google thinks so too. When you google ‘estate agent websites’ we come up as number 1 on 
Google (non-paid) searches.  
 
Also, our competitors think so too – and sponsor our name on Paid Search. If you don’t 
believe us, simply google Webdadi as proof.  
 
Webdadi does not engage ‘SEO Consultants’ as we do not have to. As we’ve said – we’re 
proven to be the best at this, so we don’t need any external resource to help us. We possess 
the specific sector know-how that these consultants do not.  
 
If you decide however that you wish 
to work directly with a consultant, do 
let us know and we are happy to 
offer recommendations. The 
important thing is not to commit to 
spending thousands for ‘check-lists’ 
and ‘audits’ that have no actual ROI.  
And when engaging SEO specialists 
we encourage Estate Agents to be 
very careful with some of their 
recommended website changes as 
they can be costly, and have no 
actual physical benefit to Google.  
 
Here’s an example – a typical SEO consultant’s advice might suggest ‘you need website 
security certificates called SSL for your SEO’. Now these can cost £1000 and more per 
website, per domain name. The reality is that there is simply no need for these, as they 
merely serve as ticking the good practice box. The only exception to this is where there is a 
specific logging in feature for users submitting or accessing sensitive data. So when we take 
it further than that, we can show how even a major brand such as Douglas & Gordon (who 
are not a client) do not use SSL and they are on page 1, listing in the top 5 on Google for 
‘estate agents in Fulham’. 
 
So we want you to be assured we have spent time making sure that your SEO works for you 
and your company, and the properties you are selling, and valuations you are trying to 
attract.  
 

WHAT IS SEO? 

SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization and allows your website to appear higher on 
Google rankings. It achieves this by placing specific keywords into the website address bar.  

ADDING META TAGS AND KEYWORDS TO WEB PAGES TO HELP SEO 

When your properties are displayed on your customised Webdadi website, we already add 

some keywords such as the area, street name and the number of bedrooms; however you 



 
 

can include your own keywords into the search address to highlight the special features of a 

property, such as “school” if it is close to a school, or “pool” etc.  

Meta Keywords: Although meta keywords are not a major factor search engines consider 

when ranking sites, they can still be included for best practice. Both the meta keywords and 

the meta description contribute to your search engine ranking. A meta keywords should be a 

brief and concise list of the most important themes of your page. 

To update these: 

o Log into Webdadi  
o Click on Configuration on the left 
o Select the page that you would like to add SEO data to – example: the Meet the Team, 

Testimonials, About Us page (you can do the same by selecting your News page which 
is under the dropdown list).  

o Double click on the page to open it - In this example we will open the Meet the Tem 
page 

o Scroll down until you see edit Meta Description and Meta Keywords 
 

 
 
Examples: 
o Meta title – client name, e.g. Webdadi Sales and Lettings Agent 
o Meta description – Paraphrase something from the website’s ‘Meet the team’ page 

or the ‘About us’ section.  It’s important to name check you’ve spelt the names 
correctly; consider key services and the areas your agency covers; consider the type 
of prospects you deal with e.g. corporate/individual clients. 

o Keywords – here are some examples of what may be relevant: 
Sales, Sales, Agents, Lettings, Lettings Agents, Agents, Estate Agents, Fulham, Chelsea, 
Putney, Kensington, Brompton, Ealing, HIPs, Property Management, Executive 



 
 

property search, Corporate property search, Renovation, Developments, New Homes, 
EPC, Landlords, Tenants, Flats, Apartments, Houses 
 
Note: If you copy and paste any content from any other site or page it must always be from Notepad so 
it removes any formatting when you paste it into the relevant fields in Webdadi.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here is the 
Meta 
description  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

YOUR H1 HEADER 

When you are logged into Webdadi and in Configuration for your pages, each Website Page 
will have a field called Title. This title acts in the same way as a header tag, or the <h1> tag 
in HTML, works. It will be the title of a post or page, or other emphasized text on the page. It 
will usually be the largest text that stands out.  
 

The title or H1 header is a headline to each 
page and is an important search engine ranking 
factor for each page. It is important to include 
any major keywords for the page in this 
header. 
 
 
Title, also known as <h1> header 
 
 
 



 
 

PAGE TITLES 

The page title, which also forms part of the end of your unique page URL, will include the 
Summary field. So it’s important that the summary field matches what the page is about.  
 
For example: 
Blog: http://trainingdadi.webdadi.biz/blog or 
 
Meet the team: http://trainingdadi.webdadi.biz/meet_the_team  
 
To do this, when on the Configuration section of the page you are updating the META tags 
and description on, ensure you have selected a Summary name that matches the page 
details, and that does not contain any symbols or spaces. For a space, use the “-“ symbol 
only.  
 

BLOGS MAY CONTAIN KEYWORDS 

Another place for SEO is your blog/news pages. Each individual blog post can contain 
keywords that will help with Search Engine Optimisation as well. 
 

o To do this, log into Webdadi and select Configuration from the left hand menu. 
o Go to News in the dropdown menu on the right of Navigate, and select List. 
o Double click on the individual news item or select Add and add a new news post or 

blog post. 
o As you add in your news item, make sure you include keywords, separated by 

commas. Example below. 
 

 
 
 
Blog keywords 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

http://trainingdadi.webdadi.biz/blog
http://trainingdadi.webdadi.biz/meet_the_team


 
 

INDIVIDUAL PROPERTIES MAY CONTAIN KEYWORDS 

In order to add the keywords to the property URL: 
o Find the property on the Property page in Webdadi. 
o Double click on the property to open it. 
o Click on Description. 
o Click on Keywords. This is where the keywords are entered. The format you write these in 

should be without spaces or symbols (except for the underscore sign). 
Example:  'school,pool,big_garden'.  
You should not add more than 4 keywords - as it is suggested that Google detects if you are 
trying to use more and 'abuse' the keyword system. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords 
 
 
 

 
URL link for the property now contains 
those keywords you entered: 
http://trainingdadi.webdadi.biz/SW3/London/5-Love-
St/house,two_bedroom_mansion,more_words_here,/beds-
3/property.vtx?featured=true&stype=sales&p=CFEA76EC-607C-424F-AEF2-96D8C9824F49 
 

 
 

http://trainingdadi.webdadi.biz/SW3/London/5-Love-St/house,two_bedroom_mansion,more_words_here,/beds-3/property.vtx?featured=true&stype=sales&p=CFEA76EC-607C-424F-AEF2-96D8C9824F49
http://trainingdadi.webdadi.biz/SW3/London/5-Love-St/house,two_bedroom_mansion,more_words_here,/beds-3/property.vtx?featured=true&stype=sales&p=CFEA76EC-607C-424F-AEF2-96D8C9824F49
http://trainingdadi.webdadi.biz/SW3/London/5-Love-St/house,two_bedroom_mansion,more_words_here,/beds-3/property.vtx?featured=true&stype=sales&p=CFEA76EC-607C-424F-AEF2-96D8C9824F49


 
 

WINDOW TITLES  

The window title for a page (often called the "title tag") is, most simply, the text that 
appears at the top of a visitor's web browser when viewing that page. The Window Title is 
actually used for a number of purposes: 

o The title of the Browser Window 
o The title of the menu item representing a page in your browser's history menu 
o Keywords used to describe your webpage for a search engine's index of your 

website. If your title contains the kinds of words that people are likely to be 
searching for, it will improve the likelihood that your website will be found. 

o The headline for the website that the search engine user will see when they find 
your website in the search results. Along with the Meta Description of the page, it 
comprises your page's listing on search results. This is an important aspect of 
attracting people to come visit your website, so it is worth composing a compelling 
Window Title. 

 
To update this, select Configuration, choose the Website Page you wish to update, and 
from within that page scroll down to the Window Title. Typically these have already been 
named for your website. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

ARTICLES WORTH READING THAT DISCUSS SEO 

Feel free to read some other articles from our Webdadi team outlining ways to improve SEO, and 
increase hits to your website: 

 SERPs and why they are important to your website 

 Why responsive websites matter 

 Pinterest and Instagram…are they useful for your office? 

http://www.webdadi.com/blog/serps-and-why-they-are-important-to-your-website
http://www.webdadi.com/blog/why-responsive-websites-matter
http://www.webdadi.com/blog/pinterest-and-instagram


 
 

 Making content work for your office 

 

Other articles about responsive websites:  

 http://www.v3b.stfi.re/2016/05/five-tips-create-perfect-mobile-responsive-

website/?sf=gelvlvy  

 

CHECKLIST 

Ensure that your summary title does not contain any symbols. It can have a “-“ in place of a 
space 
Remember that this summary will form part of the weblink for your blog post or news item 
 Make your weblink relevant to the post to boost your SEO, eg. Tax-increases-in-London-are-
forecast 
Make sure you separate any meta tags or keywords by using commas BUT no spaces 
Always keep the tags and keywords relevant to your site 

http://www.webdadi.com/blog/making-content-work-for-your-office
http://www.v3b.stfi.re/2016/05/five-tips-create-perfect-mobile-responsive-website/?sf=gelvlvy
http://www.v3b.stfi.re/2016/05/five-tips-create-perfect-mobile-responsive-website/?sf=gelvlvy

